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ABSTRACT
A new form of coronavirus called severe acute respiratory disease coronavirus type 2 (SARSCoV-2) is currently causing a pandemic. A six-month evolutionary history of SARS-CoV-2 is
witnessed by characterising the total genome of 821 samples using comparative phylogenomic
approaches.

Our

analyses

produced

striking

inclusive

results

that

may

guide

scientists/professionals for the past/future of pandemic. Phylogenetic and time estimation
analyses suggest the proximate origin of pandemic strain as Guangdong and the origin time
as first half of September 2019, not Wuhan and December 2019, respectively. The viral
genome experienced a substitution rate similar to other RNA viruses, but it is particularly high
in some of the peptides encoding sequences such as leader protein, E gene, orf8, orf10,
nsp10, N gene, S gene and M gene and nsp4, while low in nsp11, orf7a, 3C-like proteinase,
nsp9, nsp8 and endoRNase. Most strikingly, the divergence rate of amino acid sequences is
high proportional to nucleotide divergence. Additionally, specific non-synonymous mutations
in nsp3 and nsp6 evolved under positive selection. The exponential growth rate (r), doubling
time (Td) and R0 were estimated to be 47.43 per year, 5.39 days and 2.72, respectively.
Comparison of synapomorphies distinguishing the SARS-CoV-2 and the candidate ancestor
bat coronavirus indicates that mutation pattern in nsp3 and S gene enabled the new strain to
invade human and become a pandemic strain. We arrive at the following main conclusions: (i)
six months evolution of viral genome is nearly neutral, (ii) origin of pandemic is not Wuhan and
predates formal reports, (iii) although viral population is ongoing an exponential growth, the
doubling time is evolving towards shortening, and (iv) divergence rate of total genome is similar
to other RNA viruses, but it is prominently high in some genes while low in some others and
evolution in these genes should be closely monitored as their protein products intervening to
pathogenicity, virulence and immune response.
Keywords: coronavirus, substitution rate, positive selection, demographic dynamics
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INTRODUCTION
Human populations have experienced a period of explosive growth depending on decreases
in external cause mortality during approximately last 250 years following the Industrial
Revolution (1). The growing human population has also led to anthropogenic impact on the
environment promoting continuous and multiple contacts between people, domestic and wild
animals. Such contacts were considered as main cause for the emergence and spread of
zoonotic infectious diseases in association with crowded settlement (2). Most known examples
of the emerging infectious diseases throughout and in various parts of the world include the
smallpox, Spanish flu (H1N1 influenza), plague, cholera, Human Immunodeficiency Virus
(HIV), hepatitis C, avian flu (H5N1 influenza), swine flu (H1N1 influenza), Severe Acute
Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus (SARS), and Ebola Virus (EBOV) (3–5).
It is known that the emergence and re-emergence of most of the zoonotic infectious diseases
are resulted from viruses with RNA as their genetic material, which can rapidly adapt to varying
environmental conditions owing to their exceptionally shorter generation times, high mutation
rates, frequent recombination and re-assortment events creating novel genotypes from cocirculating strains (quasispecies) (3, 6). The occurrence of the high mutation rates, as high as
a million times [10-2 - 10-5 per site per year (7)] greater than their hosts [2,2 x 10-9 per site per
year (8)], is considered as a beneficial trait for RNA viruses due to prominent enhancement in
the ability of their virulence and evolvability.
The recent pandemic outbreak resulted from a novel coronavirus, named as SARS-CoV-2
(also referred to as hCoV-19) (9), causing unusual respiratory condition with various degrees
of severity was reported for the first time by the end of 2019 in Wuhan, China (10, 11). SARSCoV-2 has a linear positive ss-RNA genome with a length of 29,903 nt, consisting of a leader
sequence, ORF1ab encoding replicase polyproteins involved in RNA replication and
transcription processes and non-structural proteins (nsp), S gene encoding spike glycoprotein,
E gene encoding envelope protein, M gene encoding membrane glycoprotein, N gene
encoding nucleocapsid phosphoprotein and six ORFs encoding peptides with unknown exact
functions (12).
The SARS-CoV-2 is a new strain that has rapidly distributed worldwide within approximately
three months infecting millions of people. Yet, there are many unknown aspects of the virus
strain preventing health professionals to take plausible measurements and assessments for
upcoming of pandemics. One aspect appears to be least concerned by healthcare professional
is the past and ongoing evolution of the virus strain. Recent studies with a relatively limited
number of samples for exploring the evolutionary history of SARS-CoV-2 have been restricted
to either comparison with the possible ancestral forms (13, 14) or a certain region and relatively
smaller datasets (15–19). Here, a comprehensive dataset of 821 SARS-CoV-2 genomes from
38 countries, which expands significantly the early studies based on limited number of samples
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(13, 14), was generated containing 16 non-structural proteins, four structural proteins and six
accessory proteins (20–23). Although a few of these peptide encoding sequences overlap (23),
each one was treated as independent encoding unit to understand their evolution separately
and outline their potential medical implications. The dataset/sub-datasets were subjected to
appropriate bioinformatics analyses to accomplish the following specific objectives: (i) to
explore evolutionary destiny of SARS-CoV-2 and its likely closest relative bat-RaTG13-CoV
(13) based on synapomorphic characters for the first time, (ii) to determine the place of origin
and likely origin strain based on phylogenetic trees, (iii) to estimate the time of origin and the
rate of base/amino acid substitutions per individual peptide encoding sequences and total
genome by time estimation analyses (iv) to estimate the demographic evolutionary dynamics
such as exponential growth rate (r), doubling time (Td) and basic reproduction number (R0),
which were computationally predicted based on the genome data using a Bayesian framework,
(v) finally, to investigate adaptive substitutions across SARS-CoV-2 genomes and substitution
rates of each peptide encoding sequences, which are clinically important traits as they enable
the virus to escape from vaccine coverage, to expand host range and to resist against to
potential drugs.
MATERIAL and METHODS
Construction of dataset and basic sequence statistics
A dataset of 821 samples was constructed by retrieving the complete genomes of SARS-CoV2 representing 38 countries from GISAID (13 March 2020; https://www.gisaid.org/) database.
Details of the samples were presented in Table S1. Annotation of the genomes were performed
using ORFFinder implemented in Geneious R9 (24) and by comparison with the reference
SARS-CoV-2 genome from NCBI (NC045512). Sequences were aligned using MAFFT v7.450
(25) and manually checked by MEGA X (26). The basic sequence statistics such as nucleotide
and amino acid identities, nucleotide diversity and nucleotide compositions were estimated by
MEGA X.
Comparative distribution of synapomorphies
The molecular synapomorphic changes that define the clades (or branches) of human SARSCoV-2 and bat-RaTG13-CoV were investigated by generating a new RAxML tree using
randomly chosen SARS-CoV-2 genomes of 25 humans and five coronavirus samples [batRaTG13-CoV (MN996532), two pangolin coronavirus (EPI_ISL_410538, _410721) and two
SARS-CoV (AY274119, NC004718)] (see Table S2 for sampling). The sequence data and the
ML tree file were imported into PAUP 4.0b10 (27). After defining outgroups and selecting
maximum parsimony optimality criterion (parsimony settings; character state optimization:
DELTRAN), the logfile option was activated (File: ‘Log Output to Disk’). Sequence data was
then used to obtain a labelled tree reconstruction and a complete list of synapomorphies
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(Trees: ‘Describe Trees’ with ‘phylogram’, ‘labelled internal nodes’, and ‘list of
synapomorphies’). The resulting logfile listed all synapomorphies of the dataset. The
synapomorphic changes were screened and comparatively analysed in terms of total numbers,
positions and substitution types (transitions/transversions and synonymous/nonsynonymous)
across the genome.
Model selection, phylogenetic analyses and network reconstruction
The bat-RaTG13-CoV sample was included to the dataset as outgroup (13) for model selection
and phylogenetic analyses. The best-fit evolution model of the dataset was selected using
ModelTest-NG (28), applying the default parameters under three statistical criteria (AIC, BIC,
and DT). The Maximum Likelihood (ML) tree was built using RAxML v8.0.9 (29) under the GTR
substitution model with gamma distribution (gamma shape: 0.507).
To deeply investigate the evolutionary relationships and the proximate origin place of
pandemic form of the SARS-CoV-2, a median-joining (MJ) network (30) was constructed using
a dataset comprising total genome of 25 human SARS-CoV-2 samples selected from the basal
placement of each clade and/or subclade of the phylogenetic trees generated here including
the samples from Wuhan (China), supposed to be origin place of the outbreak (10), and the
bat-RaTG13-CoV was assigned as outgroup (Table S3). The analysis was performed in
Network v.5.0.1.1 (available at http://www.fluxus-technology.com) with the default settings (ε
= 0).
Estimation of mutation rates of genome and peptide encoding sequences
The individually aligned peptide encoding sequences of SARS-CoV-2 samples were
concatenated by SequenceMatrix v.1.7.8 (31). The substitution rate estimation of each peptide
encoding sequences and whole genome was conducted in BEAST v1.10.4 (32) using the
available dates for samples with a random starting tree on the CIPRES science gateway portal
(33). As the dataset were not clock-like (likelihood ratio test: −ln+c -52308.105, −ln−c 49863.927, d.f. = 819, P = 0.0000E+000), the analyses were performed by an uncorrelated
relaxed molecular clock model with a lognormal rate distribution under GTR+G model and
combined with a coalescent model with an exponentially growing population [frequently
preferred

for

viral

outbreaks

and

suggested

by

A.

(http://virological.org/t/phylodynamic-analysis-176-genomes-6-mar-2020/356)].

Rambaut
Four

independent analyses were performed using 100 million generations (sampling every 10000
generations) and then these analyses were combined after removal of the burn-in of 10 %
using LogCombiner version 1.10.4. The results were assessed to show convergence and
ensure effective sample sizes (ESS > 200) in Tracer v1.7. The maximum clade credibility of
trees was calculated using TreeAnnotator v1.10.4 (32) after removing a 20% burn-in of the
samples.
Demographic analyses
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To understand the course of the pandemic from genome data, the demographic dynamics of
SARS-CoV-2 outbreak, were inferred from Bayesian coalescent model using demographic
reconstruction option in Tracer v1.7. The doubling time (Td) was calculated using the following
formula: Td = ln(2)/r, assuming that the pandemic is growing exponentially with a constant
growth rate (r) (34). The basic reproduction number (R0) was calculated using the formula by
Anderson and May (35): 1 + [ln(2) / Td] x D, where D is the duration of the infectious period
[13.4 days, (36)].
Gene-level selection analyses
To investigate the role of different selective forces in the evolution of each peptide encoding
sequences of SARS-CoV-2, the nonsynonymous (dN) and synonymous (dS) substitution rates
for each codon, and codons under pervasive and/or episodic positive selection were estimated
using the codon-based approaches FUBAR [the Bayesian MCMC-based fast unbiased
approximate Bayesian analysis; (37)] and MEME [mixed effects model of evolution; (38)]
implemented

in

HyPhy

package

(39)

on

the

DataMonkey

server

(http://www.datamonkey.org/dataupload.php). Statistical significance was assessed by
posterior probability > 0.95 (FUBAR) and P-value < 0.05 (MEME). The magnitude categories
(conservative, moderate, and radical) and physicochemical properties of the positively
selected sites detected in the result of FUBAR and MEME were identified using the modified
MM01 model implemented in TreeSAAP v3.2 (40). Eight categories (1-8) were used to
represent the magnitude of substitutions, by setting a sliding window of 20 codons and
analysing the properties of 31 amino acids (41). Significant positive z-scores (P < 0.001) were
accepted as a signal of significant change in function and/or structure.
RESULTS
Basic sequence statistics
The final length of the sequences of human SARS-CoV-2 was 29,238 nt (without outgroups),
of which 832 sites were variable. Of these variable sites, 232 were parsimony informative while
600 were singleton mutations. Divergence indices for both nucleotide (29,238 nt) and amino
acid sequences of concatenated dataset (9,746 aa) on average were 0.029 and 0.057,
respectively (Table 1). Divergences for each peptide encoding sequence were also in low
levels ranging from 0.014 (nt div.) and 0.025 (aa div.) in orf7a to 0.070 (nt div.) and 0.120 (aa
div.) in E gene. The low nucleotide diversity (π) values were observed in each peptide encoding
sequences, ranging from 0.00005 in nsp9 to 0.00115 in orf8, with an average of 0.00028
overall mean nucleotide diversity (Table 1). Nucleotide compositions of the SARS-CoV-2
genomes were U and A rich, with 32.22% U, 29.82% A, 19.62% G, 18.34% C contents on
average (Table S4).
Comparison of synapomorphies distinguishing bat coronavirus and SARS-CoV-2
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The phylogenetic tree constructed to identify synapomorphies and the list of synapomorphic
characters was shown in Figure S1 and Table S5, respectively. The ratio of synapomorphic
characters to the total number of characters at the branch leading to bat-RaTG13-CoV (2.09%)
was relatively higher than that of the branch leading to SARS-COV-2 (1.88%). The proportions
of transitional substitutions (78.4% in bat-RaTG13-CoV and 78.9% in SARS-COV-2) within
these synapomorphic characters were apparently higher than transversions (21.6% in batRaTG13-CoV and 21.1% in SARS-COV-2) at both branches. Although transitions and
transversions dispersed similarly throughout the genomes (Fig. 1a), the distribution of
transition- and transversion-types exhibited differences (Fig. 1b and 1c). Remarkably, A to G
and U to C transitions were observed in high frequencies of 63.03% in bat-RaTG13-CoV and
64.87% in SARS-CoV-2 on average of total transitions (Fig. 1b). The synonymous substitutions
(SS) were proportionally higher (85.38% in bat-RaTG13-CoV and 85.12% in SARS-COV-2)
than nonsynonymous substitutions (NS) (14.62% in bat-RaTG13-CoV and 14.88% in SARSCOV-2) at both branches (Fig. 1d). The peptide encoding sequences with the highest
proportion of both SS and NS were nsp3 (18.70% SS; 39.08% NS in bat-RaTG13-CoV and
20.68% SS; 39.02% NS in SARS-COV-2) and S gene (23.62% SS; 20.69% NS in bat-RaTG13CoV and 22.60% SS; 19.51% NS in SARS-COV-2). The seven peptide encoding sequences
(nsp7-11, E gene and orf6) have not contained any NS at both branches.
Phylogeny of SARS-CoV-2
The phylogeny of SARS–CoV-2 was constructed using the concatenated dataset consisting of
peptide encoding sequences (29,238 nt) by both ML under RAxML and Bayesian Inference
(BI) under BEAST. The phylogenetic analyses have recovered trees with almost the same
topologies (Figs. 2 and S2). The tree generated under BI approach, which improves tree
inference when the sequences are closely related and accounts for uncertainty in the
estimation of parameters allowing the usage of complex models of sequence evolution (42),
was presented and discussed here (Fig. 2). The most basally placed samples were
EPI_ISL_413892, _413865, _413855 and _413862 from Guangdong, a southern coastal
province of China. The following basally placed samples were first the sample from Snohomish
County (WA, USA) (EPI_ISL_404895) and this was the first recorded genome/case from US
(19 January 2020, Providence Regional Medical Center), second the samples from the
provinces of Chongqing (EPI_ISL_408478), and third that from Henan (EPI_ISL_408487)
(China). The all remaining virus samples placed into two clearly structured main clades with
high posterior probability support (PP = 1.00) which are denoted clade A and clade B (Fig. 2).
The clade A consisted of samples solely from North America. The clade B comprising the rest
of samples and subdivided into two well-structured subclades (PP=1.00; Fig. 2), namely
“subclade B1” and “subclade B2”. The subclade B1 is the most basal one including samples
mainly from China, as well as from other Asian countries, Australia and Europe providing
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information on the first transmission routes of the SARS-CoV-2. The subclade B2 consisting
of samples worldwide indicating multiple independent transmission events from China. The
samples from Europe formed the most recent crown cluster of subclade B2.
The MJ network revealed that the outgroup bat-RaTG13-CoV sample was connected to the
sample from Guangdong (EPI_ISL_413892) with 1132 mutations, which has basal placement
also in the phylogenetic tree (Fig. 3). The putative ancestral form can be distinguished from
the samples of USA (EPI_ISL_404895) and Guangdong (EPI_ISL_413865) with the
occurrence of two mutations in S gene: the nonsynonymous mutation U21619C changing a
leucine to a serine and the synonymous mutation U24290C. The other samples with basal
placements in the tree (EPI_ISL_413855, _408478, _408487) was also found to be derived
from these samples in the network. Similar to the phylogenetic inference, the network indicated
an evidence of two evolutionary transmission paths (Fig. 3): (i) from EPI_ISL_413557 (USA)
to EPI_ISL_415593 (USA) corresponding to basal samples of the clade A with occurrence of
two nonsynonymous mutations in the sequence encoding helicase (C17654U replacing a
proline to a leucine and A17765G replacing a tyrosine to a cysteine); (ii) from _406801 (Wuhan)
to the samples forming the clade B with occurrence of one synonymous mutation U17967C in
the sequence encoding 3'- to- 5' exonuclease.
Demographic dynamics of the outbreak of SARS-CoV-2
Median estimation of tMRCA from Bayesian coalescent analyses was found as 2019.69 (95%
HPD = 2019.54 – 2019.83), corresponding to 10 September 2019 (95% HPD: 19 July 2019 –
30 October 2019) (Fig. 4). Independent from any epidemiological information, the exponential
growth rate (r) from demographic analyses of the genome data were inferred as 47.43 per year
(95% HPD = 36.72 – 66.88 per year). Based on the growth rate, the Td of the virus was
calculated as 5.39 days (95% HPD = 3.82 – 6.96 days). The R0 was estimated to be 2.72 (2.33
- 3.43).
Estimation of substitution rate
The total substitution rate of SARS-CoV-2 was estimated to be 1.65 x 10-3 per site per year
(s/s/y) (95% HPD = 1.44 – 1.88 x 10-3) (Table 2). The estimated substitution rates of SARSCoV-2 exhibited considerable variation between peptide encoding sequences, ranging
between 9.08 x 10-4 s/s/y (95% HPD = 3.22 x 10-5 - 2.40 x 10-3) in orf7b and 1.15 x 10-2 s/s/y
(95% HPD = 5.11 x 10-3 – 1.88 x 10-2) in leader protein (Table 2). The sequences encoding
structural proteins displayed higher substitution rates than overall genome, varying from 3.60
x 10-3 in M gene to 8.42 x 10-3 in E gene (Table 2).
Gene-level selection analyses
Genomic regions under positive and purifying selection or neutral evolution were visualised
estimating the magnitude of dN - dS (Fig. 5). Although the most part of the genome was under
purifying selection (dN < dS), the specific sites for peptide encoding sequences were found to
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be under positive selection (dN > dS) with significant statistical support (Fig. 5, Table 3). Five
sites were detected under episodic positive selection in four peptide encoding sequences by
MEME, while seven sites were found to be under pervasive positive selection in four peptide
encoding sequences by FUBAR (Table 3). Only two codons in two different peptide encoding
sequences (nsp3 and nsp6) were found as positively selected in both tests, therefore, the
TreeSAAP analyses focused only on these two codons. The first one was codon 1179 in the
nucleic acid-binding region (NAB) of the replicase protein nsp3, leading to a replacement
between alanine and valine. This substitution seems to alter both chemical [long-range nonbonded energy (EI), polar requirement (Pr), polarity (p) and solvent accessible reduction ratio
(Rα)] and structural [beta structure tendency (Pβ), average number of surrounding residues
(Ns)] properties of the relevant protein (Table 3). The second one was codon 38 in the replicase
protein nsp6, with the substitution of leucine to phenylalanine altering the property of Pβ of the
protein.
DISCUSSION
Understanding the genome characteristics and witnessing the extreme evolutionary dynamics
of SARS-CoV-2, generating heterogeneous populations in a short time due to error-prone
replication, are of tremendous importance for combatting the disease. Here, the genomes of
821 SARS-CoV-2 were comparatively investigated in terms of main genome characteristics
and evolutionary dynamics in the course of six months such as the origin place and time,
substitution rates and demographic dynamics based on a Bayesian phylogenetic framework.
The present findings on the basic sequence characteristics of SARS-CoV-2 genomes, the low
level of nucleotide diversity and high level of haplotype diversity, are consistent with the sudden
expansion in a relatively short period (Table 1). However, comparison of the peptide encoding
sequences revealed that divergences of amino acid sequences were always proportionally
higher than that of nucleotide sequences (Table 1). The proportionally greater amino acid
divergences were mainly resulted from the high incidence of nucleotide substitutions at nondegenerate and twofold degenerate sites (Table 1), indicating that the SARS-CoV-2 genome
may not be experiencing strictly neutral evolution. Because if the viral genome was subjected
to the strictly neutral evolution, we would expect the signs of purifying selection intensively
acted on substitutions at non-degenerate sites (43). SARS-CoV-2 genomes displayed several
general patterns in terms of nucleotide compositions similar to the previously reported human
coronaviruses (44): preference of (i) U over C, (ii) A over G, (iii) pyrimidines over purines (Table
S4). However, when the codon positions of peptide encoding sequences were analysed
separately, robust evidences of a bias towards C and G in the first and/or second codon
positions of some peptide encoding sequences, most probably resulted from the codon
preferences.
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A strict phylogenetic approach was applied to reveal the differences in mutational patterns on
the base of molecular synapomorphic changes that defining SARS-CoV-2 and its known
closest relative bat-RaTG13-CoV branches as probably being a crucial preliminary step for the
therapeutic studies. A several pattern common for both branches was found (Fig. 1): (i) the
numbers of transitional and synonymous mutations were always higher than those of
transversional and nonsynonymous mutations; (ii) the number of these mutations displayed
similar distribution for each peptide encoding sequences, but transition- and transversion-types
were apparently branch specific; (iii) the highest number of synonymous and nonsynonymous
mutations found in nsp3 and S gene. The further investigations on the transition-type mutations
pointed out the excessive number of “A to G” and “U to C” transitions, which is a commonly
observed pattern in retroviral and other RNA genomes (45), that might be related to
deamination of adenine to hypoxanthine and thermodynamically in favour of hypoxanthine
cytosine matches. The numerous mutations observed in nsp3 and S gene may be related to
their essential functions in viral RNA synthesis/inactivation of host innate immune signals and
viral entry to host cell (46–48), suggesting potential sites to be considered for vaccine and/or
drug developments. These findings require further investigation to understand the effects of
this mutation pattern in protein level, which may provide valuable information on how SARSCoV-2 increased its infectiousness and virulence.
The phylogenetic tree and MJ network, by including higher number of samples some from
previously unsampled countries, obtained here (Figs. 2 and 3) were largely in congruence with
some of the recent publications (7, 37) but contradicts to some others (38-40)], and provided
reliable evidence on the origin place and transmission routes of the SARS-CoV-2. Although
Wuhan province of China has been reported as origin place of SARS-CoV-2 (e.g. 49, 50), the
phylogeny and network strongly suggested that the virus samples from Guangdong province
forms the ancestral branches (Figs. 2 and 3). Wuhan has been widely cited as origin place for
the official first case report (10), and possibly biased phylogenetic reconstructions either due
to absence of samples from Guangdong in the data sets (10) or phylogenetic trees constrained
by Wuhan as outgroup [e.g. (51, 52)]. The Guangdong province is known as the largest import
and export centre in China, where SARS was also first emerged and caused a global epidemic
in 2003 (53). Besides, not all reported early cases were Wuhan’s wet market related (54) and
a potential intermediate host Malayan pangolins (Manis javanica) were illegally traded in
Southern China, particularly in Guangdong province (14). These evidences implicitly support
the hypothesis that SARS-CoV-2 originated from Guangdong, not Wuhan.
The emergence time of SARS-CoV-2 based on Bayesian inference was estimated as 10
September 2019 (Fig. 4) about three months earlier than the date of first reported case in
December 2019 (55), and estimation from genetic data by A. Rambaut (middle of November),
but close to the date reported by Bai et al. (15). This confirm that understanding of the
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demographic history of the outbreak require utilization of comprehensive genome datasets. In
present study demographic dynamics of SARS-CoV-2 such as the growth rate, doubling time
and basic reproduction number were estimated for the first time using genome data and are
consistent with the previously reported epidemic estimations (3 and reference therein, 44–47).
It is also worthwhile to note a decline was observed in the basic reproduction number, the R0,
a reference parameter for pathogeny of the agent. Although there has been several reports
exceeding approximately R0 > 6, the number estimated here, (R0 = 2.72) is amongst the lowest
(11) possibly because of the preventive measures taken worldwide. Therefore, it is
recommended that measures must be persistent and strongly implemented so that until the
declining tendency in R0 becomes perpetual.
Accurate estimation of nucleotide substitution rates has crucial importance for several aspects,
but two are especially essential. First, tracing evolutionary paths of the virus via substitution
rate and mutational spectra may help to understand alterations in viral fitness as respond to
host immune system on virus genes/genotypes and thus virulence in the host (60). Second,
such results may have important implications for development of vaccines, antibodies and/or
drugs (61, 62). The estimated substitution rate for total genome of SARS-CoV-2 (Table 2) falls
within the range reported for earlier coronaviruses (62) and RNA viruses (7). It is in accordance
with the estimations of Bai et al. (15) (1.60 x 10-3 s/s/y), lower than that of Giovanetti et al. (18)
and Benvenuto et al. (16) (6.58 × 10-3 s/s/y), and higher than that of A. Rambaut
(http://virological.org/t/phylodynamic-analysis-176-genomes-6-mar-2020/356) (0.80 x 10-3
s/s/y). However, substitution rate estimations for total genomes are very general and do not
provide much information for individual peptide encoding sequences/genes as the rates per
gene show a considerable variation. Nevertheless, if this rate of mutation (3.5 to 4.6) persists
over the time, approximately four new mutations will occur per month adding a considerable
amount of genetic variations in viral gene pool. Non-structural, structural and accessory
proteins of the virus serve in penetration to host cell, in replication of viral genome and in
constitution of viral particles interacting with each other (20–23). All these functions cause
several effects on host cells, consequently determining patogenity, virulence, and antigens and
finally the immune response (23). Therefore, the accurate estimation of substitution rate per
gene has special importance for medical preventions and treatments.
Here, we report substitution rate of each peptide encoding sequence for the first time. Although
the overall rate is 1.65 x 10-3, it is 4.5-7 times greater in some of the genes with important
functions (Table 2). It warrants mention especially the following peptide encoding
sequence/genes: (i) nsp1 which encodes a protein leading the replication, (ii) E gene which
encodes envelope protein involving in constitution of viral particles, (iii) orf8 and (iv) orf10
encoding accessory proteins both inducing apoptosis and DNA synthesis (21, 22). Although
not higher as in these four genes, the substitution rate is considerably (more than twice; Table
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2) higher than the overall rate in N, nsp4, S, M and nsp2. The high rate in N, S and M genes
encoding three of total four structural proteins has special importance as key viral antigens
(20), thus requiring close scrutiny in future particularly for vaccines studies. On the other hand,
the substitution rate of nsp11, orf7a, nsp5, nsp9, nsp8, orf7b and nsp15 is considerably lower
than the overall rate (Table 2), polypeptide products of each peptide encoding sequence have
key functions both in viral replication and viral interaction with host cell, thus host immunity
(21–23). For example, the peptide encoding nsp15 is termed as “suicide enzyme” (23) and
new deleterious mutations in this peptide may be public wish, but results obtained here are not
promising towards that direction. A similarly case is valid for orf7a as it has several significant
functions in interaction with host immune system. Evaluation of the substitution rate in relation
with function of each peptide encoding sequence is beyond scope of the present study.
However, the conserved sequences of nsp8, nsp9 and nsp11, protein products of which have
key importance in viral replication (23) may indicate a selective processes preventing
accumulation of mutation in these peptide encoding sequences (63) and this constitutes an
important question for further detailed research.
As for the overall substitution rate, the selective pattern on total genome also provides general
information and do not allow us to distinguish key evolutionary trend. Although the SARS-CoV2 genomes have been evolving under nearly neutral or purifying selection, one codon for each
of nsp3 and nsp6 encoding sequences were found to be positively selected (Table 3). These
positively selected codons may enhance the function of replicase proteins. The positively
selected codon in nsp3 was reported for the first time and codes threonine in pangolin CoV
and serine in BetaCoV England 1. Considering the multiple interactions of NAB with other nonstructural proteins such as nsp2, nsp5, orf3a as well as other domains of nsp3 (48), this
substitution seems to be significant due to altering both chemical and structural features of the
involved protein. The nsp6 was located at the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) generating
autophagosomes (64), has the positively selected substitution of leucine to phenylalanine and
indicated a signal of structural change in the protein. This was also reported by Benvenuto et
al. (65) and it appears to be variable in other coronaviruses as valine, isoleucine and leucine
(64).
The results of the present study lead us to the following foremost conclusions. Although, six
months evolution of viral genome is nearly neutral, one codon for each of nsp3 and nsp6
encoding sequences were positively selected and should be closely monitored. The nsp3 and
N, S and M genes have to be further investigated, the potential sides for vaccines or drug
studies, as the substitution rate per these genes show departure from the overall rate. The
proximate origin of pandemic is Guangdong, its likely date of emergence is September 10,
2019, and this knowledge may serve in more accurate modelling or prediction on the
evolutionary trend of the virus. The declining trend in the R0, appears to be the outcome of
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preventive actions taken worldwide and must be maintained. Finally, investigating more
comprehensive genome data improves robustness and also enhances understanding of the
demographic history of the outbreak. However, there is still a long way to go in order to better
understand the SARS-CoV-2 and its outbreak.
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Figure and Table Legends
Figure 1. The substitution types and distribution patterns of synapomorphic base changes
defining the clades (or branches) of human SARS-CoV-2 and bat-RaTG13-CoV. a) The
distribution graph of transitions and transversions throughout the genomes, b) the number of
transition-type differences (GA, AG, CT, TC), c) the number of transversion-type differences
(CA, AC, TG, GT, AT, TA, GC, CG), d) the distribution graph of synonymous and
nonsynonymous changes throughout the genomes
Figure 2. Phylogenetic tree of SARS-CoV-2 reconstructed from the concatenated dataset of
all peptide encoding sequences using Bayesian Inference. Posterior probability support to
main clades/subclades are shown. Coloured branches refer to geographic locations: China
(blue), America (red), Asia (orange), Europe (green), Australia (pink), Africa (cyan). The
sample of bat-RaTG13-CoV was used as outgroup.
Figure 3. Median-joining network constructed using whole genome dataset of 25 SARS-CoV2 and bat-RaTG13-CoV samples. A detailed explanation on the information about samples
was given in Table S2. The marked colours: cyan (Guangdong Province), lilac (Wuhan
Province), blue (other Chinese samples), red (America), brown (Asia). The length of links was
proportional to the number of mutated nucleotide positions between two circles and open
circles indicate hypothetic missing haplotypes.
Figure 4. Median estimation of tMRCA of SARS-CoV-2 inferred from Bayesian coalescent
model using demographic reconstruction option. The dataset was derived from an alignment
of all peptide encoding sequences of 821 SARS-CoV-2 samples. An exponentially growing
population rate mode of demography and a GTR + G model of substitution were assumed.
The x axis is given as units of years, and the y axis is equal to the product of the effective
population size. The bold dashed line is the median estimate, and the thick dashed lines
display the 95% HPD limits (see text for details).
Figure 5. The codon patterns in terms of the magnitude of dN - dS (nonsynonymous synonymous substitutions per site) of all peptide encoding sequences of SARS-CoV-2
samples (821 samples) in FUBAR analysis. Neutral and/or nearly neutral evolving codons
were shown with red colour (that over there the magnitude of dN - dS is between -1 to +1).
The codons subject to positive selection (dN - dS > 1) were shown with white and to purifying
selection (dN - dS < 1) were shown with black.
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Table 1. Basic statistics of each peptide encoding sequences (10 CDS and 16 nsps
synthesised from orf1ab) and overall genome of SARS-CoV-2.
Table 2. The substitution rate estimations of each peptide encoding sequences (10 CDS and
16 nsps synthesised from orf1ab) and overall genome based on the available dates for
samples using an uncorrelated relaxed molecular clock model with an exponentially growing
population in BEAST, mean values ± standard deviations.
Table 3. The codons under pervasive and/or episodic positive selection of each peptide
encoding sequences of SARS-CoV-2 and their magnitude categories (1-2: conservative, 3-5:
moderate, and 6-8: radical) and physicochemical properties detected by TreeSAAP.
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Table 1.
Nucleotide divergence
Gene

All genes
Leader protein
nsp2
nsp3
nsp4
3C-like proteinase
nsp6
nsp7
nsp8
nsp9
nsp10
nsp11
RdRP
Helicase
3'-to-5' exonuclease
EndoRNase
2'-O-ribose
methyltransferase
S gene
ORF3a
E gene
M gene
ORF6
ORF7a
ORF7b
ORF8
N gene
ORF10

Length
(nt)

fourfold
degener
ate
0.028
0.044
0.038
0.019
0.028
0.029
0.000
0.029
0.018
0.019
0.077
0.143
0.022
0.033
0.039
0.015

a.a
diverg
ence

29238
540
1914
5835
1500
918
873
249
594
339
417
39
2796
1803
1581
1038

0.029
0.041
0.038
0.026
0.030
0.024
0.039
0.032
0.017
0.018
0.031
0.051
0.020
0.022
0.016
0.021

nondegener
ate
0.025
0.025
0.035
0.025
0.023
0.018
0.033
0.025
0.015
0.014
0.025
0.000
0.018
0.022
0.014
0.021

897

0.021

0.019

0.027

0.025

0.033

0.00006

0.00001

3819
825
225
666
183
363
129

0.030
0.047
0.070
0.029
0.016
0.014
0.016

0.028
0.041
0.050
0.019
0.000
0.009
0.024

0.030
0.058
0.137
0.039
0.065
0.040
0.000

0.028
0.035
0.051
0.058
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.061
0.105
0.120
0.041
0.033
0.025
0.047

0.00025
0.00045
0.00023
0.00039
0.00020
0.00003
0.00004

0.00010
0.00022
0.00006
0.00022
0.00006
0.00001
0.00003

363
1257
114

0.033
0.058
0.070

0.030
0.046
0.040

0.049
0.074
0.044

0.000
0.058
0.214

0.083
0.110
0.079

0.00115
0.00094
0.00028

0.00103
0.00031
0.00009

overall

twofold
degener
ate
0.034
0.081
0.049
0.029
0.043
0.040
0.077
0.059
0.009
0.029
0.000
0.143
0.026
0.017
0.012
0.027

Nucleotide diversity
(π)
dist.

stdev

0.057
0.067
0.075
0.059
0.048
0.036
0.072
0.048
0.040
0.027
0.058
0.077
0.043
0.042
0.028
0.046

0.00028
0.00036
0.00034
0.00019
0.00037
0.00008
0.00036
0.00009
0.00007
0.00005
0.00009
0.00013
0.00027
0.00035
0.00019
0.00010

0.00004
0.00020
0.00010
0.00008
0.00023
0.00002
0.00024
0.00003
0.00002
0.00002
0.00003
0.00009
0.00027
0.00015
0.00014
0.00003

Gene
Overall
leader protein
nsp2
nsp3
nsp4
3C-like proteinase
nsp6
nsp7
nsp8
nsp9
nsp10
nsp11
RdRP
Helicase

Mean Rate
1.6463E-3 ± 1.1729E-3
1.1490E-2 ± 3.5338E-3
3.4289E-3 ± 7.4638E-4
2.5571E-3 ± 4.2484E-4
3.8377E-3 ± 8.6322E-4
4.0878E-4 ± 3.8422E-4
2.6641E-3 ± 8.0519E-4
2.9584E-3 ± 2.5303E-3
7.6830E-4 ± 4.0444E-4
5.4660E-4 ± 2.7272E-4
4.6859E-3 ± 3.4210E-3
2.5711E-4 ± 2.3253E-4
2.1835E-3 ± 4.2071E-4
1.6190E-3 ± 4.6816E-4

Gene
3'-to-5' exonuclease
EndoRNase
2'-O-ribose methyltransferase
S-gene
orf3a
E-gene
M-gene
orf6
orf7a
orf7b
orf8
N-gene
orf10

Mean Rate
1.7954E-3 ± 6.9984E-4
1.2974E-3 ± 6.3716E-4
1.3558E-3 ± 8.0732E-4
3.7676E-3 ± 6.1808E-4
2.8431E-3 ± 9.1291E-4
8.4246E-3 ± 4.6670E-4
3.6035E-3 ± 1.4276E-3
1.3291E-3 ± 9.1878E-4
2.9930E-4 ± 3.1611E-4
9.0770E-4 ± 7.8061E-4
8.2470E-3 ± 2.8474E-4
4.5613E-3 ± 1.4342E-3
7.4580E-3 ± 3.4741E-3
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Gene
Leader
protein
nsp3
nsp6
RdRP
S gene
N gene

MEME (P ≤ 0.5)

FUBAR (P ≤ 0.5)

31

-

1179
38
860. 861
-

1179
4. 38. 154. 157
323
24
Property and category of the change (P ≤ 0.001)

Gene

nsp3
nsp6

Codon

1179
38

Exchange

A↔V
L→F

Average number of
surrounding
residues

Betastructure
tendencies

Long-range
non-bonded
energy

Polar
requirement

Polarit
y

5
-

6
1

5
-

2
-

3
-

Solvent
accessible
reduction
ratio
5
-
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Human
Bat

TA

d)

100

80

ORF10

50

c)

N gene

40

250

GC
CG

NS
SS
Human
Bat

60

40

20

0
stem loop

ORF10

ORF10 stem loop

N gene

ORF8

ORF7b

ORF7a

ORF6

M gene

E gene

ORF3a

S gene

2'−O−ribose methyltransferase

EndoRNase

3'−to−5' exonuclease

Helicase

RdRP

ORF1ab stem loop2

ORF1ab stem loop1

nsp11

nsp10

nsp9

nsp8

nsp7

nsp6

3C−like proteinase

nsp4

nsp3

nsp2

Leader protein

5'UTR

60

ORF8

30

200

80

ORF7b

AT

ORF7a

GT

ORF6

20

150

a)

M gene

10

100
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E gene

TG

ORF3a

S gene

AC

'−O−ribose methyltransferase

EndoRNase

CA

3'−to−5' exonuclease

Helicase

RdRP

CT

nsp11

0

50

b)

nsp10

nsp9

nsp8

TC

nsp7

nsp6

AG

3C−like proteinase

nsp4

GA

nsp3

nsp2

120

Leader protein

0

100
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Transition
Transversion
Human
Bat
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Supplementary Files

Supplementary Figures
Figure S1. The phylogenetic tree reconstructed for defining synapomorphies at the clades (or
branches) leading to human SARS-CoV-2 and bat-RaTG13-CoV. The sampling list used in the
reconstruction of the tree was presented in Table S3.
Figure S2. Phylogenetic tree of SARS-CoV-2 reconstructed from the concatenated dataset of
all peptide encoding sequences using Maximum Likelihood approach.
Supplementary Tables
Table S1. Detailed description of the sampling list retrieved from GISAID database.
Table S2. A summary of the sampling list used the phylogenetic tree to define
synapomorphies of the clades (or branches) leading to human SARS-CoV-2 and batRaTG13-CoV
Table S3. A summary of the sampling list used in the network reconstruction of SARS-CoV-2
Table S4. Nucleotide composition of each peptide encoding sequences (10 CDS and 16 nsps
synthesised from orf1ab) and overall genome of SARS-CoV-2.
Table S5. The list of molecular characters that define the clades (or branches) of human
SARS-CoV-2 and bat-RaTG13-CoV

